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Banking Law

In view of the health context linked to the spread of the coronavirus, the methods of organisation and evaluation of the learning
units could be adapted in different situations; these possible new methods have been - or will be - communicated by the
teachers to the students.

5 credits 30.0 h Q2

Teacher(s) André-Dumont André-Pierre ;Philippe Denis ;

Language : French

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Main themes The course deals with the legal aspects of the life of a bank in its relation with its clients. The credit institution
plays an important role in the development of the economical activity through the traffic of substitute money and
the granting of credits to private and business. The course will begin with the exam of the conditions to which the
exercise of the activity are submitted. Further the course will analyze the relations between the credit institution
and its client through: 1) the account and its functioning (deposit of funds, credit transfer, debit or credit card); 2)
the various kinds of credit granted by a credit institution to business; 3) the financing of international commercial
operations (letter of comfort, guarantee at first demand, credit letter stand-by, documentary credits, clauses of
international contracts, syndicated loans
); 4) the liability of the bank in the frame of its relation with clients as a credit provider or as a supplier of investment
services.

Aims

1

The course aims to allow the students to acquire a theoretical and practical approach of a field of law
which could not be studied in the ordinary program of the courses. The course aims also to prepare the
students to assume functions within the banking world , in a bank, a law firm or a public institution. It
gives the students practical ant theoretical tools which will allow them to exercise such functions. More
specifically, the course will allow the student: - to understand the most important concepts of banking law;
- to apply to cases the rules presented during the course; - to discover the links between the economic
and financial field and the legal field - appreciate the impact t of the European law in the banking field -
be aware of he influence of this area of law on the economic operators, the citizens and the consumers
Interdisciplinarity of this subject will be stressed. The course is based on participatory teaching methods
(learning through projects or problems, review of the relevant case-law and doctrine, debates with guest
speakers, field studies ...) which allow the students to develop independently a critical, forward-looking
and inventive look on public international law. Students are encouraged to participate and to get involved
in learning, which has both an individual and a collective dimension.

- - - -
The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Aims

Master [120] in Law (shift

schedule)
DRHD2M 5

Master [120] in Law DROI2M 5
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